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EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON MAIN INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY LINES

Amendments proposed to Annex I of the AGC Agreement
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The secretariat reproduces below a proposal for an amendment to Annex I of the AGC Agreement transmitted by the Government of Hungary, for consideration by the Working Party. The Government of Hungary expects that the proposal, harmonized with the Republic of Slovakia, Austria, Republic of Slovenia and Republic of Croatia, could be considered by the Working Party on Rail Transport.

* * *
Proposal for amendment to Annex I of the AGC Agreement

In accordance with Article 11 of the AGC Agreement, the Government of Hungary (Ministry of Economy and Transport) proposes the amendment – introduction of the following route under “(19) Hungary” to Annex I of the AGC:

Annex I

RAILWAY LINES OF MAJOR INTERNATIONAL IMPORTANCE

LIST OF RAILWAY LINES

I. Numbering of lines at the European level North-South

E 63 Žilina – Leopoldov - Bratislava ( - Vienna - Sopron)
    Galanta

II. Numbering of lines at the national level

(19) Hungary

E 631 Sopron – Szombathely - Nagykanizsa

Explanation:

The new line will connect E 63 with E 69 (Budapest – Murakersztur–Ljubljana–Koper), with E 691 (Murakersztur–Gyekenyes) and with E 71 (Budapest–Dombovar–Gyekenyes–Zagreb–Rijeka).